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Identification of Safe Zone with Intraoperative Neurophysiological
Monitoring during Surgical Removal of Peripheral Nerve Tumor
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During resection of peripheral nerve tumor, it is essential to identify and protect the neighboring neural elements to the 
tumor itself prior to attempting direct resection. The authors present the techniques of intraoperative electrophysiologic 
monitoring and nerve stimulation during resection of schwannoma of the peripheral nerve tumor in the upper extremity. 
After performing a longitudinal epineurotomy in a ‘bare area’ of the tumor (devoid of fascicular structure), an intraoperative 
bipolar nerve stimulation was given (0.5-1 msec, 1 mA) to identify safe zones to assist to determine functioning and 
nonfunctioning fascicles, and therefore facilitate resection. With the aid of microscopic dissection and intraoperative nerve 
stimulation, the schwannoma could be removed by opening the epineurium at a ‘bare area’ and separating the uninvolved 
fascicles until the single feeding fascicle was identified. Intraoperative neurophysiology and nerve stimulation is a helpful 
technique to facilitate complete removal of peripheral nerve tumor unassociated with neurologic deficit.
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INTRODUCTION

Surgery is successful in preserving function in 90% of sch- 
wannomas1). An essential goal of the surgery is the preserva-
tion of a maximum of the undamaged nerve fascicles, that 
is, not sacrificing healthy nerves, and it is in this aspect that 
intraoperative neurophysiological monitoring (INM) studies 
are of great value, as they provide the surgical team with basic, 
reliable and real-time information on the functionality of the 
explored nerve6-8). The authors present an intraoperative, mi-
crostimulation technique to identify “safe zone” which is de-
void of neural fascicular structure during removal of schwan-
noma involving the peripheral nerve.

CASE REPORT

1. History and Examination

A 29-year-old male patient presented a slowly growing pal-

pable mass in his right medial axilla for 3 years of duration with 
paresthesia in right second finger (Fig. 1A). The size of the mass 
was about 2 cm, and it was movable, well-marginated with 
rubbery consistency. A manipulation of the mass typically elici- 
ted a severe paresthesia in the distal part of the second finger. 
No motor weakness or sensory disturbance was noted and 
there was no other sign of skin pigmentation such as caféau-lait 
spots.

An ultrasonographic examination showed a heterogeneously 
hypoechoic mass separated from neighboring nerve and ves-
sels (Fig. 1B). In the magenetic resonance imaging (MRI) study, 
it showed slightly high signal intensity on T2-weighted images 
(WI) and a low signal intensity on T1-WI (Fig. 1C). A strong 
gadolinium enhancement was noted (Fig. 1C). The mass was 
well localized within neurovascular bundles in the proximal 
upper arm, just distally to the brachial plexus. Considering 
the growing nature of the mass with paresthesia and radiolo- 
gical findings, a surgical resection was planned under the provi-
sional diagnosis of the schwannoma involving the high median 
nerve just distal to the brachial plexus.

2. Operation under INM

Under general anesthesia, the patient was place in the su-
pine position with the right arm extended and the head rota- 
ted to the opposite side. About 10-cm-sized incision was made 
over the palpable mass in medial axillary region. After dissect-
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Fig. 1. Distribution of paresthesia and radiologic findings of the patient. (A) The hatched area shows the distribution of typical pare-
sthesia in the distal portion of the second finger. (B) A longitudinal ultrasound scan image shows a round, deeply hypoechoic
mass (arrow) with a hypoechoic nerve fascicles (white arrowheads). (C) A T2-weighted coronal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) shows
a slightly hypointense, small round mass (arrow) along the high median nerve (left) and a strong gadolinium enhancement was
noted in T1-weighted coronal MRI image.

Fig. 2. Intraoperative photographs showing the removal of schwannoma with a guidance of intraope-
rative bipolar stimulation and evoked electromyography (EMG) responses. (A) An intraoperative photo-
graph showing the exposure of the tumor (arrows) in the high median nerve in the right axillary region.
(B) An intraoperative photograph showing the bipolar stimulation of the tumor to find the safe zone
for dissection. The stimulation (0.5-1 msec, 1 mA) is given several points (white lines) over the tumor
surface, along the course of the nerve fascicles. (C) An evoked EMG response from bipolar stimulation
of the nerve fascicle-containing area over the tumor surface. Note the prominent EMG activity in
the abductor pollicis brevis (APB). FCR: flexor carpi radialis; TR: triceps. (D) An evoked EMG response
from bipolar stimulation of the silent area (safe zone) which is devoid of nerve fascicle. Note an
electric silence in the right APB (arrow). (E) An intraoperative photograph showing the final stage of
dissection of the nerve fascicle directly involved in the tumor. This fascicle involving the tumor was
removed en-bloc.

ing the subcutaneous fat tissue and fascia, soft tissue was re-
moved around the bulging mass. The proximal median nerve, 
the distal part of brachial plexus, was isolated under the mi-
croscopic vision (Fig. 2A).

After performing a longitudinal epineurotomy in the me-
dian nerve, a bipolar stimulation (0.5-1 msec, 1 mA) over the 
several points of the bulging median nerve was performed 
to map the “safe zone” of the tumor (Fig. 2B). “Safe zones” 
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was confirmed, if contraction of the distal muscle had not 
been occurred by neurophysiologic stimulation (Fig. 2C, D). 
Marking the lines along the safe zones, the fine dissection 
under microscopic vision had been performed until the in-
volved fascicle was exposed. The involved fascicle to the tu-
mor was finally isolated and resected en-bloc (Fig. 2E).

3. Postoperative Course

Following en-bloc resection of the mass, he reported a 
slight hypoesthesia and paresthesia in the distal portion of 
the right 2nd finger. No motor weakness was noted. The hyp-
esthesia and paresthesia progressively improved over the 2 
months and eventually no sensory deficit was observed in 3 
months postoperatively. The pathologic examination revealed 
that the mass was a schwannoma. The tumor was positively 
stained to S-100, negative for epithelial membrane antigen 
(EMA), and had a low Ki-67 index (9%).

DISCUSSION

Schwannomas can be numerous, but tends to be solitary. 
Solitary schwannoma that are enucleated very rarely recur, 
and malignant transformation in a solitary schwannoma has 
been reported in only 12 cases in the literature1). Nevertheless, 
treatment is largely based on surgical removal except for 
asymptomatic schwannoma. Removal of the tumor with mini-
mization of residual neurologic deficit is the goal of surgery2). 
In this respect, INM studies are invaluable, by providing the 
surgical team with critical information for minimal invasive 
surgery in order to preserve the function of the involved nerve3).

A retrospective review reported in a representative sample 
of 76 patients with schwannomas, baseline function was pre-
served or improved 89% of the time4). Another study com-
pared the effectiveness of surgical treatment by grading the 
preoperative and postoperative motor function (0-5). Ten 
point five percent of patients presented post-operative motor 
weakness after surgery5). However, in a recent report3) in 
2014 involving 12 cases of peripheral nerve schwannomas, 
9 in the upper limbs and 3 in the lower limbs, the surgery 
was carried out with no incidents and the tumor was resected 
from the main trunk of the nerve, except for 1 case where 
we had to sacrifice an only-sensory branch of the posterior 
tibial nerve after the neuro-physiological monitoring showed 

that it had no motor component3).
In our case, the patient had the typical history and examina-

tion results consistent to the benign schwannoma. We needed 
to remove the tumor minimally invasively, and adopted a tech-
nique of intra-operative neurophysiologic monitoring for the 
minimum loss of neurologic deficit. As a result, we could re-
move the schwannoma without any long-term deficit. How- 
ever, despite of INM, it is impossible to clarify the composi-
tion of the tumor, and the possibility of malignancy. There 
are also some limitations in order to predict exactly if the 
patients will have a dysesthesia or pain.

CONCLUSION

An intraoperative neurophysiology and nerve stimulation 
is a useful technique to facilitate complete removal of periph-
eral nerve tumor and to preserve functioning nerve fascicles. 
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